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ON THE CONTINUOUS COHOMOLOGY OF
DIFFEOMORPHISM GROUPS
M.V LOSIK
Abstract. Suppose that M is a connected orientable n-dimensional mani-
fold and m > 2n. If Hi(M,R) = 0 for i > 0, it is proved that for each
m there is a monomorphism Hm(Wn,O(n)) → Hmcont(DiffM,R). If M is
closed and oriented, it is proved that for each m there is a monomorphism
Hm(Wn,O(n)) → H
m−n
cont
(Diff+ M,R), where Diff+ M is a group of preserv-
ing orientation diffeomorphisms of M .
1. Introduction
Let M be a connected orientable n-dimensional manifold. Denote by D the
group DiffM of diffeomorphisms of M and by D+ the group of diffeomorphisms of
M preserving the orientation ofM wheneverM is oriented. Later we consider D or
D+ as an infinite-dimensional Lie group by [12] and use the calculus of differential
forms and vector fields on infinite-dimensional manifolds developed in this book.
In the present paper we study the continuous cohomology H∗cont(D,R) and
H∗cont(D+,R) of the groups D and D+ with values in the trivial D and D+-module
R. The main known result about the cohomology H∗cont(G+,R) is Bott’s theorem
([4]) about (n + 1)-cocycles on the group D+ for the closed oriented M . These
cocycles are obtained from some (2n + 1)-cocycles of the complex C∗(Wn,O(n))
of relative with respect to the group O(n) cochains of the Lie algebra of formal
vector fields Wn and are expressed via integrals using a Riemannian metric on M .
Moreover, for M = S1 it is known ([5]) that the cohomology H∗cont(D+,R) is a ring
with two generators α, β ∈ H2(D+,R) which satisfy the only relation β
2 = 0.
Next, for brevity, put Hp(D) = Hpcont((D,R), H
p(D+) = H
p
cont(D+,R), and
Hp(M) = Hp(M,R). Let Hi(M) = 0 for i > 0. We prove that in this case,
for each m > 2n, there is a monomorphism Hm(Wn,O(n)) → Hm(D). Let M
be closed and oriented. We prove that in this case, for each m > 2n, there is
a monomorphism Hm(Wn,O(n)) → Hm−n(D+). In particular, in the last case
Bott’s cocycles define a part of the monomorphism above for m = 2n+ 1.
The main idea of the proof is the following. Denote by Ω∗(M) the de Rham
complex of the mahifold M and by VectM the Lie algebra of vector fields on M .
First we interpret H∗(D) in terms of some double complex. Then we compare the
cohomology of this double complex with the diagonal cohomology of the double
complex C∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)) of the Lie algebra VectM with values in the VectM -
module Ω∗(M) and use the known facts on this cohomology.
Section 2 contains the main algebraic constructions which will be used after-
wards. Namely, one introduces a double complex C∗cont(G;K) for a topological
group G acting on a topological cochain complex K, one recalls some results on the
cohomology H∗(Wn) of the Lie algebra Wn of formal vector fields and the relative
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cohomology H∗(Wn,O(n)), the space S(M) of frames of infinite order of M and
the canonical Gelfand-Kazhdan form with values in Wn on S(M).
In section 3 one proves the theorem showing how to construct the cocycles of the
groups D and D+ from cocycles of the complex H
∗(Wn,O(n)) (Theorem 3.3, corol-
laries 3.4 and 3.5). Moreover, one recalls the definitions of the diagonal cohomology
for the Lie algebra VectM with values in R and Ω∗(M) and the relationship be-
tween the cohomology of the double complex C∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M) and the diagonal
cohomology H∗∆(VectM).
Section 4 contains the definition of the diagonal complex Ω∗∆(D×M), the filtra-
tion of Ω∗∆(D ×M) and the corresponding spectral sequence, and the proof of the
cohomology isomorphism H∗(Ω∗∆(D ×M)
D) = H∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M) (Lemma 4.2).
Finally, one obtains the main result on the cohomology H∗(D), when Hi(M) = 0
for i > 0 (Corollary 4.10), and on the cohomology H∗(D+), when M is a closed
oriented manifold (Corollary 4.11).
Throughout the paper M is a connected n-dimensional oriented manifold with
countable base of C∞-class, smooth map means C∞-map and, for a finite or infinite
dimensional manifold X , Ω∗(X) = (Ωp(X)) means the de Rham complex of X .
2. Preliminaries
2.1. A double complex. Let G be a topological group and let K be a left
topological G-module. Recall (see,for example, [8]) that the standard complex
C∗cont(G,K) = {C
p
cont(G,K), d} of continuous nonhomogeneous cochains with the
differential d = {dp} is defined as follows: for p > 0, Cpcont(G,K) is the space of
continuous maps from Gp to K, C0(G,K) = K, and, for c ∈ Cpcont(G,K), we have
(dpc)(g1, . . . , gp+1) = g1c(g2, . . . , gp+1)
+
p∑
i=1
(−1)i−1c(g1, . . . , gigi+1, . . . , gp+1) + (−1)
p+1c(g1, . . . , gp),
where g1, . . . , gp+1 ∈ G. The p th cohomology group of this complex is denoted by
Hpcont(G,K) and is called the p th continuous cohomology group of G with values
in K.
Let G be a topological group, K = {Kq, dq} a cochain complex such that each
Kq is a left topological G-module, and dq : Kq → Kq+1 a G-equivariant continuous
homomorphism of modules. Later we consider the following construction of a double
complex C∗cont(G;K) and some of its applications ([14],[15]).
Let dp,q : Cpcont(G,K
q)→ Cp+1cont(G,K
q) be the differential of the standard com-
plex Cpcont(G,K
q). By the standard way we will consider C∗cont(G,K) as a double
complex putting δ1 = {δ
p,q
1 }, where δ
p,q
1 = d
p,q, and defining the second differential
δ2 = {δ
p,q
2 } in the following way: for c ∈ C
p
cont(G,K
q) we put
δp,q2 c(·) = (−1)
pdqc(·).
Then C∗cont(G,K) = {C
p
cont(G,K
q)} is a cochain complex with respect to the total
differential δ = δ1 + δ2 and the total grading C
m(G,K) = ⊗p+q=mC
p
cont(G,K
q)}.
We denote this complex by C∗cont(G;K) and denote by H
p
cont(G;K) the pth coho-
mology group of this complex.
Let KG be the subcomplex of G-invariant cochains of K. Evidently KG ⊂
C0(G,K) is a subcomplex of the complex C∗cont(G;K) and we have the corre-
sponding cohomology homomorphism H∗(KG) → H∗(G;K). This cohomology
homomorphism will play an important role in the following constructions.
Next we mainly consider the case whenK = {Kq} is a differential graded algebra
(brieflyDG-algebra) and the differential d = {dq} is an antiderivation of this algebra
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of degree 1. Then C∗cont(G;K) is a DG-algebra also and the total differential is an
antiderivation of this algebra of degree 1.
Let f : K ′ → K ′′ be a G-equivariant homomorphism of topological G-complexes.
It is easy to check that f induces a homomorphism of the corresponding double
complexes and, therefore, a homomorphism of complexes C∗(G;K ′)→ C∗(G;K ′′).
2.2. The cohomology H∗(Wn). Let g be a topological Lie algebra and let E
be a left topological g-module. Recall (see, for example, [8]) that the complex
C∗cont(g, E) = {C
q
cont(g, E), d
q} of standard continuous cochains of g with values
in E is defined as follows: Cqcont(g, E) is the space of continuous skew-symmetric
q-forms on g with values in E and the differential dq : Cqcont(g, E)→ C
q+1
cont(g, E) is
defined by the following formula:
(dqc)(ξ1, . . . , ξq+1) =
q+1∑
i=1
(−1)i−1ξic(ξ1, . . . , ξ̂i, . . . , ξp+1)
+
∑
i,j
(−1)i+jc([ξi, ξj ], ξ1, . . . , ξ̂i, . . . , ξ̂j , . . . , ξq+1),
where c ∈ Cqcont(g, E), ξ1, . . . , ξq+1 ∈ g, and, as usual, ξˆ means that the term ξ is
omitted. We denote the cohomology of this complex byH∗cont(g,R) = {H
p
cont(g,R)}.
If E is an algebra and the action of g on E is compatible with this algebra
structure, the complex C∗cont(g, E) is a graded algebra with respect to the exterior
product of forms induced by the product in E and the differential d = {dq} is an
antiderivation of the graded algebra C∗(g, E) of degree 1.
Let Wn be the algebra of formal vector fields in n variables, i.e. the topological
vector space of ∞-jets at 0 of smooth vector fields on Rn with the bracket induced
by the Lie bracket of vector fields on Rn. Consider R as a trivial Wn-module. For
brevity, put C∗(Wn) = C
∗
cont(Wn,R) and H
∗(Wn) = H
∗
cont(Wn,R).
Recall some facts about the cohomologies H∗(Wn) and H
∗(Wn,GLn(R) ([1],
[5], [7]). Consider the complex C∗(Wn) = {Cq(Wn), dq} of standard continuous
cochains of Wn with values in the trivial Wn-module R. By definition, C
∗(Wn) is a
DG- algebra and the differential d is an antiderivation of degree 1. For ξi ∈ R[[Rn]]
and ξ =
∑n
i=1 ξ
i ∂
∂xi
∈ Wn, put
cij1...jr (ξ) =
∂rξi
∂xj1 . . . ∂xjr
(0),
where xi (i = 1, . . . , n) are the standard coordinates in Rn. By definition, we have
cij1...jr ∈ C
1(Wn). Moreover, c
i
j1...jr
for r = 0, 1, . . . and i, j1 . . . jr = 1, . . . , n are
generators of the DG-algebra C∗(Wn). Since d = {dq} is an antiderivation of degree
1 of C∗(Wn), it is uniquely determined by the following conditions:
dcij1...jr =
∑
o≤k≤r
∑
s1<...sk
n∑
l=1
ci
lj1...cjs1 ...
djsk ...jr
∧ cljs1 ...jsk
. (2.1)
The group GLn(R) acts naturally on C
∗(Wn) and its Lie algebra gln(R) as the
Lie algebra of vector fields with linear components is a subalgebra of Wn. Then
we have the complex C∗(Wn,GLn(R)) of relative cochains of the Lie algebra Wn
with respect to GLn(R) and the cohomology H
∗(Wn,GLn(R)) of this complex.
Similarly, we have the complex C∗(Wn,O(n)) of relative cochains of the Lie algebra
Wn with respect to the orthogonal group O(n) ⊂ GLn(R) and the cohomology
H∗(Wn,O(n)).
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Put
γ = (cij), Ψ
i
j =
n∑
k=1
cijk ∧ c
k, and Ψ = (Ψij).
It is known that
Ψp = tr(Ψ ∧ · · · ∧Ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
) (p = 1, . . . , n).
are cocycles of C∗(Wn,GLn(R)) and the cohomology classes of these cocycles gen-
erateH∗(Wn,GLn(R)). The cohomology class of Ψk is called kth formal Pontrjagin
class.
Put
γp = tr(γ ∧ · · · ∧ γ︸ ︷︷ ︸
2p-1 times
) (p = 1, . . . , n).
By definition, γp ∈ C2p−1(Wn). Consider the inclusion gln(R) ⊂ Wn. It is
known that γp as a cochain of the complex C
∗(gln(R),R) is a cocycle and the ring
H∗(gln(R),R) is the exterior algebra of its subspace spanned by the cohomology
classes γp for p = 1, . . . , n. Moreover, there is a (2p− 1)-cochain Γp of the complex
C∗(Wn) such that the restriction of Γp to gln(R) equals γp and dΓp = Ψp. Consider
theDG-subalgebra ofDG-algebra C∗(Wn) generated by Γp and Ψp for p = 1, . . . , n.
Then the inclusion of this subalgebra into C∗(Wn) induces an isomorphism of the
cohomologies. Moreover, the cohomology classes of the cocycles
Γp1 ∧ · · · ∧ Γpl ∧Ψr1 ∧ · · · ∧Ψrm (2.2)
for 1 ≤ p1 < · · · < pl ≤ n, 1 ≤ r1 ≤ · · · ≤ rm ≤ n, p1 ≤ r1, r1 + · · ·+ rm ≤ n, and
p1 + r1 + · · ·+ rm > n give a basis of H∗(Wn) (the so-called Vey basis) as a vector
space. This implies that Hm(Wn) = 0 whenever m < 2n+ 1 or m > n(n+ 2).
2.3. The space of frames of infinite order and the Gelfand-Kazhdan form.
LetM be a connected orientable n-dimensional smooth manifold. Denote by S(M)
the space of frames of infinite order of M , i.e. ∞-jets at 0 of germs at 0 of diffeo-
morphisms from Rn into M . It is known that S(M) is a manifold with model space
R∞ ([1]). Recall that we denote by D the group of diffeomorphisms DiffM of M .
We put, for g1, g2 ∈ D, g1g2 = g2 ◦ g1. Then the standard action of D on M is a
right action. Evidently this action of D is naturally extended to an action of D on
S(M).
Define the canonical Gelfand-Kazhdan 1-form ω with values in Wn on S(M) ([6]
and [1]). Let τ be a tangent vector at s ∈ S(M) and let s(t) be a path on S(M)
such that τ = ds
dt
(0). One can represent s(t) by a smooth family kt of germs at 0
of diffeomorphisms Rn →M , i.e. s(t) = j∞0 kt. Then put
ω(τ) = −j∞0
d
dt
(k−10 ◦ kt)(0).
Theorem 2.4. ([1], [6], [10]) The form ω satisfies the following conditions:
(1) ω induces a topological isomorphism between the tangent space Ts of S(M)
at s ∈ S(M) and Wn;
(2) dω = − 12 [ω, ω] (the Maurer-Cartan condition);
(3) The form ω is D-invariant.
This theorem and the theorem on the covering isotopy of imbeddings of disks
([2], [18]) implies the following
Corollary 2.5. The group D acts transitively on S(M).
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Let c ∈ Cq(Wn). For each s ∈ S(M) and X1, . . . , Xq ∈ Ts, put
ωc(X1, . . . , Xq) = c(ω(X1), . . . , ω(Xq)).
By theorem 2.4, c 7→ ωc is an injective homomorphism of the complexes α :
C(Wn) → Ω∗(S(M)). By theorem 2.4 and corollary 2.5, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the space of D-invariant forms on S(M) and the space
of continuous skew-symmetric forms on the tangent space Ts at s ∈ S(M). Then
α(C(Wn)) = Ω
∗(S(M))D, where Ω∗(S(M))D is the subcomplex of D-invariant
forms from Ω∗(S(M)). Moreover, we have α(C(Wn,O(n))) = Ω
∗(S(M)/O(n))D.
It is easy to check that (βij) = −(α(c
i
j)) is a connection form on a principal GLn(R)-
bundle S(M)→ S(M)/GLn(R).
Consider a Riemannian metric on M and the corresponding Levi-Civita connec-
tion. Denote by O(M) the principal O(n)-bundle of orthogonal tangent frames on
M . For each frame r ∈ O(M) at x ∈ M , denote by σ(r) the ∞-jet at x of the
inverse of the geodesic chart with center at x uniquely determined by r. Then we
have a smooth map σ : O(M)→ S(M).
Denote by θ = (θi) the canonical 1-form θ = (θi) with values in Rn on O(M)
and by θ = (θij) the form of the Levi-Civita connection. It is easy to check that,
for ωij = α(c
i
j) and ω
i
j = α(c
i
j), we have
σ∗ωi = −θi and σ∗ωij = −θ
i
j. (2.3)
Let cij1...jr ∈ C
1(Wn). For a vector field X onM , denote by X˜ the corresponding
extension of X to S(X). Put ωij1...jr = α(c
i
j1...jr
). By definition, we have
ωij1...jr (X˜(s)) = −
∂rX i
∂xj1 . . . ∂xjr
(0), (2.4)
where x ∈M and the right hand side is calculated in the coordinates xi presenting
s ∈ S(M).
2.6. The cohomology H∗(Wn,O(n)). Consider the basic cocycles (2.2). For odd
p it is possible to choose γp and Γp so that the restriction of γ is a cocycle of
C∗(Wn,O(n)) and Γp ∈ C
∗(Wn,O(n)) ([5], [7]). In this case we replace such γp
and Γp by λp and Λp respectively.
Consider the DG-subalgebra of DG-algebra C∗(Wn,O(n)) generated by Λp for
odd p ≤ n and Ψp for p = 1, . . . , n. Then the inclusion of this subalgebra into
C∗(Wn,O(n)) induces an isomorphism of the cohomologies. Besides, the cohomol-
ogy classes of cocycles
cp1...pl,r1...rk = Λp1 ∧ · · · ∧ Λpl ∧Ψr1 ∧ · · · ∧Ψrk (2.5)
for odd pi such that 1 ≤ p1 < · · · < pl ≤ n, 1 ≤ r1 ≤ · · · ≤ rk ≤ n, p1 ≥ r1, r1 +
· · ·+rk ≤ n, and p1+r1+ · · ·+rk > n give a basis of the cohomologyH∗(Wn,O(n))
as a vector space in dimensions > 2n. In particular, for each dimension m > 2n
we have Hm(Wn,O(n)) ⊂ Hm(Wn). Moreover, for m > n the cohomology group
Hm(Wn,O(n)) may be nontrivial only if 2n+1 ≤ m ≤
n(n+3)
2 , when n is even, and
2n+ 1 ≤ m ≤ n(n+5)2 , when n is odd.
Next we find the explicit expressions for Λp for odd p.
Put λij =
1
2 (c
i
j + c
j
i ), λ = (λ
i
j), and
λp = tr(λ ∧ · · · ∧ λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
2p-1 times
) (p = 1, . . . , n).
It is easy to check that the restriction of λp to gln(R) belongs to C
∗(gln(R),O(n))
and λp = 0 for even p.
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Let P be a homogeneous GLn(R)-invariant polynomial of degree p on the Lie
algebra gln(R). We denote by P¯ the symmetric p-linear form on gln(R) such that
P¯ (X, . . . , X) = P (X). Then for X,X1, . . . , Xp ∈ gln(R) we have
p∑
i=1
P¯ (X1, . . . , [X,Xi], . . . , Xp) = 0. (2.6)
If ω is a linear form with values in gln(R) and, for i = 1, . . . , p, ωi is a ki-linear
form with values in gln(R), (2.6) implies the equality
p∑
i=1
(−1)k1+···+ki−1+1P (ω1, . . . , [ω, ωi], . . . , ωp) = 0. (2.7)
Put αij =
1
2 (c
i
j − c
j
i ) and α = (α
i
j). By definition, λ
i
j , α
i
j ∈ C
1(Wn). By (2.1), we
have
dλij =
n∑
k=1
(
λik ∧ ψ
k
j + ψ
i
k ∧ λ
k
j
)
+
1
2
(Ψij +Ψ
j
i ).
This formula could be rewritten as follows:
dλ = [α, λ] +
1
2
(Ψ + Ψt). (2.8)
Similarly, we have
dΨ = [λ,Ω] + [α,Ψ], (2.9)
dΨt = −[λ,Ψt] + [α,Ψt]. (2.10)
Let P be a gln(R)-invariant (a+ b+ c)-linear form on gln(R). Then
P (λ, . . . , λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
a times
,Ψ, . . . ,Ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
b times
,Ψt, . . . ,Ψt︸ ︷︷ ︸
c times
)
is a cochain of Ca+2b+2c(Wn,O(n)). Since [λ[λ, λ]] = 0, by (2.7), (2.8), (2.9), and
(2.10), we have
dP (λ, . . . , λ,Ψ, . . . ,Ψ,Ψt, . . . ,Ψt)
=
a∑
i=1
(−1)i−1P (λ, . . . ,Ψ+Ψt, . . . , λ,Ψ, . . . ,Ψ,Ψt, . . . ,Ψt)
+ (−1)a
b∑
j=1
P (λ, . . . , λ,Ψ, . . . , [λ,Ψ], . . . ,Ψ,Ψt, . . . ,Ψt)
− (−1)a
c∑
k=1
P (λ, . . . , λ,Ψ, . . . ,Ψ,Ψt, . . . , [λ,Ψt], . . . ,Ψt).
(2.11)
Let Q be a homogeneous invariant polynomial of degree p on gln(R). For brevity,
put Q(X,X ′) = Q¯(X,X ′, . . . , X ′) and Q(X,X ′, X ′′) = Q¯(X,X ′, X ′′, . . . , X ′′). Let
Qp(X) = trX
p. Then we have
Q¯p(X1, . . . , Xp) =
1
p !
∑
σ∈Sp
tr
(
Xσ(1) . . . Xσ(p)
)
,
where Sp is the symmetric group.
For odd p, put Ψ(t) = 12 tΨ+
1
2 (t− 1)Ψ
t + (t− t2)[λ, λ]. It is evident that∫ 1
0
d
dt
Qp(Ψ(t) dt = Qp
(1
2
Ψ
)
+Qp
(1
2
Ψt
)
=
1
2p−1
Ψp.
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On the other hand, by (2.8), (2.9), (2.10), (2.7), and (2.11) we have∫ 1
0
d
dt
Qp(Ψ(t)) dt = p
∫ 1
0
(
Qp(2
−1(Ψ + Ψt),Ψ(t)) + (1 − 2t)Qp([λ, λ],Ψ(t))
)
dt
= p
∫ 1
0
(
Qp(2
−1(Ψ + Ψt),Ψ(t))− 2−1(p− 1)t(2t− 1)Qp(λ, [λ,Ψ],Ψ(t))
− (p− 1)(t− 1)2−1(2t− 1)Qp(λ, [λ,Ψ
t],Ψ(t))
)
dt = p d
∫ 1
0
Qp(λ,Ψ(t)) dt.
It is easy to see that the restriction of
∫ 1
0
Qp(λ,Ψ(t)) dt to C
∗(gln(R),R)) equals
p !
(p+1)...(2p+1)λp. Therefore, one can put
Λp =
p p ! 2p−1
(p+ 1) . . . (2p+ 1)
∫ 1
0
Qp(λ,Ψ(t)) dt. (2.12)
3. Cocycles on diffeomorphism groups
3.1. The definition of cocycles. Later we need the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let M be a connected orientable manifold. Then, in the category
of topological vector spaces, for each p > 0 we have the following decomposition
Ωp(M) = dΩp−1(M)⊕Hp(M)⊕ Ωp(M)/Zp(M),
where Zp(M) is the space of closed p-forms. If Hp(M) = 0, dΩp−1(M) = Zp(M)
and Ωp(M)/Zp(M) are Freche´t spaces.
Proof. For a compact M the statement follows from the Hodge decomposition for
the identity operator 1 on Ωp(M): 1 = d ◦ δ ◦ G ⊕ Hp(M) ⊕ δ ◦ d ◦ G (see, for
example, [20]).
For a noncompact M , the statement follows from Palamodov’s theorem ([17],
Proposition 5.4). 
The action of D on M induces the natural right actions of D on S(M) and
S(M)/O(n) and the induced left actions on the de Rham complexes Ω∗(S(M)) and
Ω∗(S(M)/O(n)). Consider the D-module Ω∗(S(M)/O(n)) and the corresponding
complex C∗cont(D; Ω
∗(S(M)/O(n))) . If the manifold M is oriented, denote by D+
the subgroup of D of diffeomorphisms preserving the orientation of M .
Further we consider the complex Ω∗(S(M)/O(n))D as a subcomplex of the com-
plex C∗(D; Ω∗(S(M)/O(n)).
The proof of the next theorem shows how to construct cocycles on the group D
from the cocycles of the complex Ω∗(S(M)/O(n))D.
Consider a structure of D-module on a cohomology group Hi(M) induced by
the action of the group D on Ω∗(M).
Theorem 3.3. Let ν be an m-cocycle of the complex Ω∗(S(M)/O(n))D and 0 ≤
p ≤ m − 1. Assume that Hm−p(M) = · · · = Hm(M) = 0 and Hm−p−1(M) 6= 0.
Then the following statements are true:
(1) There are cochains νi,m−i−1 ∈ Cicont(D; Ω
m−i−1(S(M)/O(n)) (i = 0, . . . , p)
such that ν + δ(ν0,m−1 + · · ·+ νp,m−p−1) = δ1νp,m−p−1;
(2) c(ν) = δ1νp,m−p−1 ∈ C
p+1
cont(D; Ω
m−p−1(S(M)/O(n)) defines a (p + 1)-
cocycle of the complex Cp+1cont(D,H
m−p−1(M). The cohomology class h(ν)
of the cocycle c(ν) depends only on the cohomology class of the cocycle ν in
the complex Ω∗(S(M)/O(n))D;
(3) The map ν 7→ h(ν) induces a linear map
Hm(Ω∗(S(M)/O(n))D)→ Hp+1cont(D,H
m−p−1(M)).
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Proof. Denote by R(M) the space of ∞-jets of of germs of Riemannian metrics at
points of M . Let gx be the ∞-jet at x ∈ M of a germ at x of Riemannian metric
g. For an orthogonal frame r at x, denote by s(r) the ∞-jet at the center x of the
inverse of the geodesic chart defined by r and the Riemannian metric g. It is evident
that s(r) is uniquely determined by the ∞-jet gx. Then the map r 7→ s(r) induces
a diffeomorphism R(M)→ S(M)/O(n). Next we identify R(M) and S(M)/O(n)
by this diffeomorphism.
Consider some Riemannian metric g0 on M and the smooth map σ : O(M) →
S(M) defined by g0 in 2.3. Let σ˜ :M → S(M)/O(n) be the smooth map induced
by σ. Consider a smooth map F : [0, 1]×R(M)→ R(M) defined by
(t, gx) 7→ (tg0 + (1 − t)g)x = tg0,x + (1− t)gx,
where g0,x and gx are the∞-jets at x of germs at x of Riemannian metrics g0 and g.
It is clear that F is a smooth homotopy between the identity map of R(M) and the
composition of the projection p : R(M)→M and the section σ˜. Then we have the
standard homotopy operator Φp : Ωp(S(M)/O(n))→ Ωp−1(S(M)/O(n)) given by
ω 7→
∫ 1
0
i( ∂
∂t
)F ∗ω dt, where i(X) denote the inner product by a vector field X . In
particular, we have H∗(S(M)/O(n)) = H∗(M).
First we indicate some canonical construction of the sequence of cochains
νi,m−i−1 ∈ C
i
cont(D; Ω
m−i−1(S(M)/O(n)) (i = 0, . . . , p)
satisfying the conditions of the theorem.
By assumption, we have Φm(M) = 0 and p ≥ 0. Suppose that m > n. Then,
for the (m − 1)-form ν0,m−1 = −Hm(ν), we have ν = −δ2ν0,m−1. If m ≤ n, we
use theorem 3.2 to get the (m − 1)-form ν0,m−1 satisfying the same equality ν =
−δ2ν0,m−1. In the both cases one can assume that ν0,m−1 ∈ C
0
cont(D; Ω
m−1(M)).
Then we have ν + δν0,m−1 = δ1ν0,m−1 and δ2δ1ν0,m−1 = −δ1δ2ν0,m−1 = δ1ν = 0.
Let p ≥ 1 and, therefore, Hm−1(M) = 0. Suppose that m−1 > n. Then, for the
cochain ν1,m−2 = Φ
m−1(ν1,m−1), we have δ1ν0,m−1 = −δ2ν1,m−2. If m− 1 ≤ n, we
use theorem 3.2 to get a cochain ν1,m−2 ∈ C1cont(D; Ω
m−2(M)) satisfying the same
equality δ1ν0,m−1 = −δ2ν1,m−2. Thus, we have ν + δ(ν0,m−1 + ν1,m−2) = δ1ν1,m−2
and
δ2δ1ν1,m−2 = −δ1δ2ν1,m−2 = δ
2
1ν0,m−1 = 0.
Using the conditions
Hm−2(S(M)/O(n)) = · · · = Hm−p(S(M)/O(n)) = 0
and proceeding in the same way we get for i = 1, . . . , p the cochains νi,m−i−1 ∈
Cicont(D; Ω
m−i−1(S(M)/O(n)) such that
δ1νi−1,m−i + δ2νi,m−i−1 = 0 (3.1)
and so
ν + δ(ν0,m−1 + · · ·+ νp,m−p−1) = δ1νp,m−p−1 ∈ C
p+1(D,Ωm−p−1(S(M)/O(n)).
Moreover, we have
δ2δ1νp,m−p−1 = −δ1δ2νp,m−p−1 = δ
2
1νp−1,m−p = 0.
Consider Hm−p−1(S(M)/O(n)) = Hm−p−1(M) as a D-module with respect to the
natural action of D. Then the cochain δ1νp,m−p−1 defines a (p+1)-cocycle c(ν) on
D with values in Hm−p−1(M). The cohomology class of c(ν) is denoted by h(ν).
We claim that the cohomology class h(ν) depends only on the cohomology class of
ν in the complex Ω∗(S(M)/O(n))D.
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If we replace the form ν by a form ν + dν1, where ν1 ∈ Ωm−1(S(M)/O(n)) ∩
Ω∗(S(M)/O(n))D, one can replace the sequence ν0,m−1, . . . , νp,m−p−1 by the se-
quence ν0,m−1− ν1, ν1,m−2, . . . , νp,m−p−1 and obtain the same cochain νp,m−p−1 at
the end.
Consider another sequence ν¯0,m−1, . . . , ν¯p,m−p−1 (i = 0, . . . , p) such that
ν = −δ2ν¯0,m−1 and δ1ν¯i−1,m−i + δ2ν¯i,m−i−1 = 0
for i = 1, . . . , p. The same arguments as above show that
ν¯0,m−1 = ν0,m−1 + δ2σ0,m−2,
where σ0,m−2 ∈ C0(D; Ωm−2(M)). If p = 1, we have δ1ν¯0,m−1 = δ1ν0,m−1 −
δ2δ1σ0,m−2 and we are done. If p > 1 we have
δ1ν¯0,m−1 = δ1ν0,m−1 − δ2δ1σ0,m−2 = −δ2(ν1,m−2 + δ1σ0,m−2) = −δ2ν¯1,m−2.
For i = 1, . . . , p− 1 proceeding in the same way we get the cochains σi,m−i−2 ∈
Cicont(D; Ω
m−i−2(S(M)/O(n)) such that
ν¯i,m−i−1 = νi,m−i−1 + δ1σi−1,m−i−1 + δ2σi,m−i−2.
In particular, we have
ν¯p,m−p−1 = νp,m−p−1 + δ1σp−1,m−p−1 + δ2σp,m−p−2
and
δ1ν¯p,m−p−1 = δ1νp,m−p−1 − δ2σp,m−p−2.
Thus, the cocycles δ1ν¯p,m−p−1 and δ1νp,m−p−1 define the same cohomology class of
Hp+1cont(D,H
m−p−1(M)).
The last statement of the theorem follows from the construction. 
Theorem 3.3 implies the following corollaries.
Corollary 3.4. Let Hi(M) = 0 for i > 0. Then, for each nontrivial m-cocycle ν of
the complex C∗(Wn,O(n)) = Ω
∗(S(M)/O(n))D, the cocycle c(ν) is an m-cocycle
of the complex C∗(D). The map ν 7→ h(ν) induces a linear map
Hm(Ω∗(S(M)/O(n))D)→ Hm(D).
Corollary 3.5. Let M be a closed oriented n-dimensional manifold and let D+ be
the group of diffeomorphisms of M preserving the orientation of M . For m > n and
each m-cocycle ν of the complex Ω∗(S(M)/O(n))D,
∫
M
c(ν) is a (m − n)-cocycle
of the complex C∗(D+) presenting the cohomology class h(ν). The map ν 7→ h(ν)
induces a linear map Hm(Ω∗(S(M)/O(n))D)→ Hm−n(D+).
Proof. Since Hi(M) = 0 for i > n and Hn(M) = R one could apply theorem 3.3.
Evidently, all statements of theorem 3.3 are true if we replace the group D by the
group D+. But then
∫
M
c(ν) presents the cohomology class h(ν). 
The main aim of the paper is to prove that, for m > 2n, the linear maps
Hm(Wn,O(n)) = H
m(Ω∗(S(M)/O(n))D)→ Hm(D)
and
Hm(Wn,O(n)) = H
m(Ω∗(S(M)/O(n))D)→ Hm−n(D+)
induced by the maps ν → h(ν) and ν →
∫
M
c(ν) from corollaries 3.4 and 3.5 are
monomorphisms.
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3.6. The diagonal cohomology of the Lie algebra VectM . Denote by VectM
the Lie algebra of smooth vector fields on M . We consider VectM as a topological
vector space with respect to the C∞-topology. Consider the complex C∗(VectM)
of standard continuous cochains of VectM with values in the trivial VectM -module
R and its subcomplex formed by chains c ∈ C∗(VectM) such that for X1, . . . , Xq ∈
VectM we have c(X1, . . . , Xq) = 0 whenever ∩
q
i=1 suppXi = ∅. This subcomplex
is denoted by C∗∆(VectM) and is called the diagonal subcomplex of C
∗(VectM)
([5]). The cohomology of C∗∆(VectM) is denoted by H
∗
∆(VectM) and is called the
diagonal cohomology of VectM with values in R.
Consider the left action of the Lie algebra VectM on the de Rham complex
Ω∗(M) by the Lie derivatives: ω 7→ LX ω, where ω ∈ Ω∗(M), X ∈ VectM , and LX
is the Lie derivative with respect to the vector field X . Let C∗(VectM,Ω∗(M)) be
the complex of standard cochains of the topological Lie algebra VectM with values
in the VectM -module Ω∗(M).
A cochain c ∈ Cp(VectM,Ωq(M)) is called diagonal if, for X1, . . . , Xp ∈ VectM ,
the value c(X1, . . . , Xp) at x ∈M depends only on the germs of X1, . . . , Xp at x. By
[19], this condition is equivalent to the following one: for X1, . . . , Xp ∈ VectM and
x ∈ M , the value c(X1, . . . , Xp) at x ∈ M depends only on ∞-jets of X1, . . . , Xp
at x. Denote by C∗∆(VectM,Ω
∗(M)) the set of diagonal cochains of the complex
C∗(VectM,Ω∗(M)). It is easy to see that C∗∆(VectM,Ω
∗(M)) is a subcomplex of
the complex C∗(VectM,Ω∗(M)) The subcomplex C∗∆(VectM,Ω
∗(M)) is called the
complex of diagonal cochains of the topological Lie algebra VectM with values in
the VectM -module Ω∗(M). The cohomology of C∗∆(VectM,Ω
∗(M)) is denoted by
H∗∆(VectM,Ω
∗(M)) and is called the diagonal cohomology of VectM with values
in Ω∗(M).
Denote by VectcM the Lie algebra of vector fields onM with compact supports.
By definition, each diagonal cochain cochain c ∈ Cp(VectM,Ωq(M)) is uniquely
determined by its values on the subalgebra VectcM of the Lie algebra VectM .
Define the complex C∗∆(VectcM,Ω
∗(M)) of diagonal cochains of the topological
Lie algebra VectcM with values in the VectcM -module Ω
∗(M) similarly. Remark
that the map C∗∆(VectM,Ω
∗(M))→ C∗∆(VectcM,Ω
∗(M)) induced by the inclusion
Vectc(M) ⊂ Vect(M) is an isomorphism of complexes.
Since the Lie derivative and the exterior derivative on Ω∗(M) commute, one
can endow C∗∆(VectM,Ω
∗(M)) with the second differential induced by the exterior
derivative on Ω∗(M). We denote by C∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)) the corresponding double
complex with respect to the total differential and denote by H∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M))
the cohomology of this complex. By the remark above, we see that the inclusion
Vectc(M) ⊂ Vect(M) induces an isomorphism of double complexes
C∗∆(VectcM ; Ω
∗(M))→ C∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)).
It is clear that C∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)) is a DG-algebra and its differential is an an-
tiderivation of degree 1.
Let M be a closed oriented n-dimensional manifold. Consider a map
ψ : C∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M))→ C∗(VectM)
defined as follows: for 0 ≤ q < n put ψ(C∗∆(VectM ; Ω
q(M))) = 0, for q = n and
c ∈ C∗∆(VectM ; Ω
n(M)), put ψ(c) =
∫
M
c.
Theorem 3.7. ([9],[13]) The map ψ is a homomorphism of complexes which in-
duces an isomorphism Hn+p∆ (VectM ; Ω
∗(M)) = Hp∆(VectM) for any p ≥ 0.
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4. The main double complex
4.1. The complex Ω∗(D×M) and its diagonal subcomplex. By [12], VectcM
is the tangent space Te(D) of D at the neutral element e ∈ D. Then, for X ∈
VectcM and g ∈ D, the corresponding left invariant vector field X l on D is the
map g 7→ (Lg)∗X and the corresponding right invariant vector field Xr on D is
the map g 7→ (Rg)∗X , where Lg is a left translation and Rg is a right translation
on D. Note that, by our assumption, our multiplication in D differs from the
multiplication in [12] by the order of factors. By [12], for X,Y ∈ VectcM we have
[Xr, Y r] = −[X,Y ]r.
Consider the infinite-dimensional manifold D ×M . Then we may consider the
Lie algebra V (D ×M) = VectrcM ⊕ VectM as a subalgebra of the Lie algebra of
vector fields on D ×M .
Put V˜ectcM = {−Xr +X ;X ∈ VectcM} and X˜ = −Xr +X . Then V˜ectcM is
a subalgebra of the Lie algebra of vector fields on D ×M , which is isomorphic to
the Lie algebra VectcM . Evidently, we have V (D ×M) = V˜ectcM ⊕VectM .
Consider the de Rham complex Ω∗(D ×M). It is clear that each m-form ω ∈
Ω∗(D×M) is uniquely determined by the corresponding continuous m-linear skew-
symmetric form on V (D×M) with values in the ring of smooth functions on D×M .
Introduce a bigrading of Ω∗(D×M) = ⊕p,qΩpq(D×M) induced by the decom-
position V (D ×M) = V˜ectcM ⊕ VectM . Then Ωpq(D ×M) consist of forms ω ∈
Ω∗(D×M) which are uniquely determined by their values ω(X˜1, . . . , X˜p, Y1, . . . , Yq),
where X1, . . . , Xp ∈ VectcM and Y1, . . . , Yq ∈ VectM . and the exterior derivative
d = {dpq} on Ω∗(D×M) is uniquely determined by the following standard formulas:
(dpqω)(X˜1, . . . , X˜p+1;Y1, . . . , Yq)
=
p+1∑
i=1
(−1)i−1
(
X˜iω(X˜1, . . . ,
̂˜Xi, . . . , X˜p+1;Y1, . . . , Yq)
−
q∑
j=1
ω(X˜1, . . . ,
̂˜Xi, . . . , X˜p+1;Y1, . . . , [Xi, Yj ], . . . , Yq))
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jω([X˜i, X˜j ], . . . ,
̂˜Xi, . . . , ̂˜Xj, . . . , X˜p+1;Y1, . . . , Yq), (4.1)
(dpqω)(X˜1, . . . , X˜p;Y1, . . . , Yq+1)
= (−1)p
( q∑
i=1
(−1)i−1Yiω(X˜1, . . . , X˜p;Y1, . . . , Ŷi, . . . , Yq+1)
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jω(X˜1, . . . , X˜p; [Yi, Yj ], Y1, . . . , Ŷi, . . . , Ŷi, . . . , Yq+1)
)
, (4.2)
where ω ∈ Ωpq(G×M), X1, . . . , Xp+1 ∈ VectcM and Y1, . . . , Yq+1 ∈ VectM .
A form ω ∈ Ωpq(D ×M) is diagonal if the function ω(X˜1, . . . , X˜p;Y1, . . . , Yq)
at (g, x) ∈ D ×M vanishes whenever the germ of at least one of the vector fields
X1, . . . , Xp at x equals 0. Denote by Ω
pq
∆ (D ×M) the set of diagonal (p, q)-forms
and put Ωm∆(D×M) = ⊕p+q=mΩ
pq
∆ (D×M). It is easy to check that Ω
∗
∆(D×M) =
{Ωm∆(D ×M)} is a subcomplex of Ω
∗(D ×M).
Consider an action of the group D on D×M induced by its action on D by right
translations and the trivial action on M . This action induces a left action of D on
Ω∗(D ×M). By definition, for ω ∈ Ωpq∆ (D ×M) and g, h ∈ D, we have
(hω)(X˜1, . . . , X˜p;Y1, . . . , Yq)(g, x) = ω(X˜
r
1 , . . . , X˜
r
p ;Y1, . . . , Yq)(h ◦ g, x).
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It is easy to see that this action of D preserves the bigrading of Ω∗∆(D ×M) and
the subcomplex Ω∗∆(D ×M) is D-stable. Denote by H
∗
∆(D ×M) the cohomology
of the complex Ω∗∆(D ×M) and by Ω
∗
∆(D ×M)
D the subcomplex of D-invariant
forms of the complex Ω∗∆(D ×M).
Lemma 4.2. There is a natural isomorphism of complexes
Ω∗∆(D ×M)
D = C∗(VectM ; Ω∗(M)).
Proof. Note that, for ω ∈ Ωpq∆ (D ×M)
D and X,X1, . . . , Xp, Y1, . . . , Xq, we have
X˜ω(X˜1, . . . , X˜p;Y1, . . . , Yq) = Xω(X˜1, . . . , X˜p;Y1, . . . , Yq).
Consider an action of the Lie algebra V˜ectM on Ωq(M) as follows: for X˜ ∈ V˜ectM
and ω ∈ Ωq(M), put X˜ω = LX ω.
Recall the standard formula for the Lie derivative LX ω of the form ω ∈ Ω
q(M)
along a vector field X ∈ VectM .
(LX ω)(Y1, . . . , Yq) = Xω(Y1, . . . , Yq)−
q∑
i=1
ω(Y1, . . . , [X,Yi], . . . , Yq), (4.3)
where Y1, . . . , Yq ∈ VectM .
Evidently, the form ω ∈ Ωpq∆ (D ×M)
D can be considered as a cochain of the
complex Cpq∆ (V˜ectM,Ω
q(M)). Then, for ω ∈ Cpq∆ (D×M)
D, using (4.1), (4.2), and
(4.3), we get
(dpqω)(X˜1, . . . , X˜p+1; · · · )
=
p+1∑
i=1
(−1)i−1 LXi ω(X˜1, . . . ,
̂˜Xi, . . . , X˜p+1; · · · )
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jω([X˜i, X˜j ], . . . ,
̂˜Xi, . . . , ̂˜Xj, . . . , X˜p+1; · · · ), (4.4)
(dpqω)(X˜1, . . . , X˜p;Y1, . . . , Yq+1)
= (−1)p
(q+1∑
i=1
Yiω(X˜1, . . . , X˜p;Y1, . . . , Ŷi, . . . , Yq+1)
+
∑
i<j
(−1)i+jω(X˜1, . . . , X˜p; [Yi, Yj ], Y1, . . . , Yˆi, . . . , Yˆj , . . . , Yq+1)
)
. (4.5)
Since X 7→ X˜ is an isomorphism V˜ectM = VectM , comparing the differential of
the complex C∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)) with the differential of the complex Ω∗∆(D×M)
D
defined by formulas (4.4) and (4.5), we see that these complexes are naturally
isomorphic. 
Lemma 4.3. For any m, p, q we have
(1) Hmcont(D,Ω
pq
∆ (D ×M)) = 0 for m > 0;
(2) H0cont(D,Ω
pq
∆ (D ×M)) = C
p
∆(VectM ; Ω
q(M)).
Proof. Define the standard operator B = {Bpqm }, where
Bpqm : C
m
cont(D,Ω
pq(D ×M))→ Cm−1cont (D,Ω
pq(D ×M)),
as follows: for m > 0 and c ∈ Cmcont(D,Ω
pq(D ×M)), put
(Bpqm c)(g1, . . . , gm−1)(·)(g, x) = c(g, g1, . . . , gm−1)(·)(e, x),
where g, g1, . . . , gm−1 ∈ D and x ∈M . For p = 0, put B0q = 0.
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It is easy to check that for m > 0 we have
dm−1 ◦Bpqm +B
pq
m+1 ◦ d
m = id .
For c ∈ C0cont(D,Ω
pq(D ×M)), we have
(Bpq1 ◦ d
0)(c)(·)(g, x) = c(·)(g, x)− c(·)(e, x).
Thus, B = (Bpqm ) is the homotopy operator of the identity map of the complex
C∗cont(D,Ω
pq(D × M)) and the map which is trivial on the cochains of positive
dimension and is equal c(·)(g, x) 7→ c(·)(e, x) on C0cont(D,Ω
pq(D ×M)). Later we
identify c(·)(e, x) with the cochain c¯ ∈ C0cont(D, (Ω
pq(D×M))D given by c¯(·)(g, x) =
c(·)(e, x).
Since B(C∗cont(D,Ω
pq
∆ )(D × M)) ⊂ C
∗
cont(D,Ω
pq
∆ (D × M)), the corresponding
statements are true for C∗(D,Ω∗∆(D ×M)). Note that one can consider the map
c(·)(g, x) 7→ c(·)(e, x) on C0cont(D,Ω
pq
∆ (D ×M))
D)) as the map
C0cont(D,Ω
pq
∆ (D ×M)
D)→ Ωpq∆ (D ×M)
D = Cp∆(VectM ; Ω
q(M)).
These statements imply the claims of the lemma. 
By lemma (4.2), we have the following composition of homomorphisms of com-
plexes
C∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)) = Ω∗∆(D ×M)
D ⊂
C0cont(D; Ω
∗
∆(D ×M)) ⊂ C
∗
cont(D; Ω
∗
∆(D ×M)).
Corollary 4.4. The inclusion C∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)) ⊂ C∗cont(D; Ω
∗
∆(D ×M)) in-
duces an isomorphism H∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)) = H∗(D; Ω∗∆(D ×M)).
Proof. Consider the second filtration of the double complex C∗(D; Ω∗∆(D × M))
and the corresponding spectral sequence E2,r. By lemma 4.3 we have E
p q
2,1 = 0
for p > 0 and E0 q2,1 = C
q
∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)). It is evident that the differential d1 :
E0 q2,1 → E
0 q+1
2,1 coincides with the differential of the complex C
∗
∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)).
Then Ep q2,2 = E
p q
2,∞ = 0 for p > 0 and E
0 q
2,2 = E
0 q
2,∞ = H
q
∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)).
This implies the statement of the corollary. 
4.5. A filtration of C∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)) and the corresponding spectral se-
quence. Denote by Ω∗n the DG-algebra of formal differential forms in n variables,
i.e. the DG-algebra of∞-jets at 0 ∈ Rn of differential forms on Rn. It is clear that
Ω∗n is a Wn-module with respect to the action of Wn by the formal Lie derivatives
Lξ, where ξ ∈ Wn. Consider the complex C
∗(Wn,Ω
∗
n) of standard cochains of Wn
with values in Ω∗n and endow it with the second differential induced by the formal
exterior derivative on Ω∗n. We denote by C
∗(Wn; Ω
∗
n) the correspondingDG-algebra
with respect to the total differential D and the total grading. For f i ∈ R[[Rn]] and
ξ =
∑n
i=1 f
i ∂
∂xi
∈ Wn, put
f ij1...jr (ξ) =
∂rξi
∂xj1 . . . ∂xjr
,
where xi for i = 1, . . . , n are the standard coordinates in Rn. It is clear that
f ij1...jr ∈ C
1(Wn; Ω
0
n). Moreover, f
i
j1...jr
and dxi for r = 0, 1, . . . and i, j1 . . . jr =
1, . . . , n are generators of the DG-algebra C∗(Wn; Ωn). Since D is an antiderivation
of degree 1 of DG-algebra C∗(Wn; Ω
∗
n), it is uniquely determined by the following
conditions:
Df ij1...jr =
∑
1≤k≤r
∑
s1<...sk
n∑
l=1
f i
lj1...cjs1 ...
djsk ...jr
∧ f ljs1 ...jsk
−
n∑
l=1
f ilj1...jr ∧ dx
l
and D(dxi) = f ij ∧ dx
i.
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Consider the DG-algebra C∗(Wn)⊗Λ∗((Rn)′), where (Rn)′ is a dual vector space
for Rn, with the differential which equals the differential of the complex C∗(Wn)
on the first factor and trivial on the second factor.
Consider the generators cij1,...,jr of the DG-algebra C
∗(Wn) as cochains of the
complex C∗(Wn) ⊗ Λ∗((Rn)′). Then cij1,...,jr and dx
i are the generators of the
DG-algebra C∗(Wn)⊗ Λ∗((Rn)′).
Consider a morphism µ : C∗(Wn; Ω
∗
n)→ C
∗(Wn)⊗Λ∗((Rn)′) of graded algebras
defined by the following conditions:
µ(f i) = dxi + ci, µ(f ij1,...,jr ) = c
i
j1...jr
and µ(dxi) = −ci,
where r = 1, 2, . . . and i, j1, . . . , jr = 1, . . . , n.
Lemma 4.6. The morphism µ is an isomorphism of DG-algebras.
Proof. It is clear that µ is an isomorphism of graded algebras. The formulas above
for the differential D of the complex C∗(Wn; Ω
∗) and (2.1) imply that µ is an
isomorphism of DG-algebras. 
Consider again the DG-algebra C∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)). First assume that M = U
is a connected open subset of Rn. For X =
∑n
i=1X
i ∂
∂xi
∈ VectU , where X i is a
smooth function on U , put
ϕij1...jr =
∂rX i
∂xj1 . . . ∂xjr
.
By definition, we have ϕij1...jr ∈ C
1
∆(VectU ; Ω
0(U)). By definition, the DG-algebra
C∗∆(VectU ; Ω
∗(U)) is generated by the ring of smooth functions on U , the chains
ϕij1...jr for i, j1, . . . , jr = 1, . . . , n and r ≥ 0, and the forms dx
i+ϕi for i = 1, . . . , n.
Then the differential d of the complex C∗∆(VectU ; Ω
∗(U)) is uniquely defined by
the following conditions:
(1) For a smooth function f on U we have df =
∑n
i=1
∂f
∂xi
(dxi + ϕi);
(2) For r ≥ 0 we have
dϕij1...jr =
∑
0≤k≤r
∑
s1<...sk
n∑
l=1
ϕi
lj1...cjs1 ...
djsk ...jr
∧ ϕljs1 ...jsk
−
n∑
l=1
ϕilj1...jr ∧ (dx
l + ϕl);
(3) d(dxi + ϕi) = 0.
It is clear that each cochain c ∈ Cp∆(VectU ; Ω
q(U)) is uniquely represented as a
sum of the cochains of the following types:
fϕi1j1...jr1
∧ · · · ∧ ϕirjrp−1+1...jrp
∧ dxk1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxkq , (4.6)
where f ∈ Ω0(U) and 0 ≤ r1 ≤ · · · ≤ rp.
If the germ at x ∈ U of the cochain (4.6) is nonzero the number rp is called the or-
der of the cochain (4.6) at x. If c ∈ Cp∆(VectM ; Ω
q(M)) is a sum of cochains of types
(4.6), the maximal order of the summands at x is called the order of c at x and is de-
noted by ordx(c). By definition, we have ordx(c1 + c2) ≤ max{ordx(c1), ordx(c2)}.
It is easy to see that ordx(c) is independent of the choice of coordinates in U .
Let M be an arbitrary manifold and let c ∈ Cp∆(VectM ; Ω
q(M)) and c 6= 0.
Then ord(c) is the maximum of orders of c for any x ∈ M . If c = 0, we put
ord(c) = \∞.
Define a filtration Fs of the complex C
∗
∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)) as follows: let c ∈
Cp∆(VectM ; Ω
q(M)), then c ∈ Fs if ord(c) ≤ p + q − s. It is clear that Fs is a
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subalgebra of the differential algebra C∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)), Fs1 ∧Fs2 ⊂ Fs1+s2 , and
Fs ⊂ Fs−1.
Consider the spectral sequence Er induced by this filtration. First consider the
term E0 for M = U ⊂ R
n. By definition, we can identify Epq0 with the vector space
generated by cochains (4.6) of order s and the differential d0 : E0 → E0 is uniquely
determined by the following conditions:
(1) For a smooth function f on M , we have d0f = 0;
(2) For r ≥ 0 we have
d0ϕ
i
j1...jr
=
∑
0≤k≤r
∑
s1<...sk
n∑
l=1
ϕi
lj1...cjs1 ...
djsk ...jr
∧ ϕljs1 ...jsk
−
n∑
l=1
ϕilj1...jr ∧ (dx
l + ϕl);
(3) d0(dx
i + ϕi) = 0.
Then, comparing the differentials of the generators ci, cij1,...,jr , and dx
i of the
complex C∗(Wn) ⊗ Λ∗((Rn)′) with the differentials of the generators ϕij1...jr and
dxi + ϕi of the complex (E0, d0), we see that the complex (E0, d0) is isomorphic
to the tensor product of the complex complex C∗(Wn; Ω
∗
n) and the complex Ω
0(U)
with the trivial differential, i.e. we get
E1 = Ω
0(U)⊗H∗(Wn)⊗ Λ
∗((Rn)′),
where dxi + ϕi are generators of the exterior algebra Λ∗((Rn)′).
Let M be an arbitrary manifold. Using the partition of unity on M one can
prove that E1 = Ω
∗(M)⊗H∗(Wn). It is clear that the differential d1 : E1 → E1 is
trivial on H∗(Wn) and is equal to the exterior derivative on Ω
∗(M). Then we have
E2 = H
∗(M)⊗H∗(Wn).
Remark 4.7. The differentials dr for r ≥ 2 of this spectral sequence are calculated
in [13] and [14]. Since the odd Pontrjagin classes of M are trivial, from this calcu-
lation it follows that for m > 2n all elements of Hm(Wn,O(n)) ⊂ Hm(Wn) ⊂ E2
live in E∞, i.e. H
m(Wn,O(n)) ⊂ E∞.
4.8. The proof of main results. Consider a Riemannian metric on M and the
corresponding bundle O(M) of orthogonal frames of M . Let σ : O(M)→ S(M) be
a map defined in 2.3.
Consider the map fσ : D × O(M) → S(M) given by (g, r) 7→ g(σ(r)), where
r ∈ O(M) and g ∈ D. Consider the actions of D on D × O(M) induced by
the action of D on D by right translations and the trivial action of D on M .
Then the map fσ is D-equivariant. Moreover, the map σ is O(n)-equivariant with
respect to the natural actions of the group O(n) on O(M) and S(M). Then the
map σ induces a smooth map σ˜ : M = O(M)/O(n) → S(M)/O(n). Denote
by fσ˜ the map D × M → S(M)/O(n) induced by the map fσ. Consider the
map f∗σ˜ : Ω
∗(S(M)/O(n)) → Ω∗(D ×M) induced by fσ˜. Since the actions of D
and O(n) on D ×O(M) commute, the map f∗σ˜ is D-equivariant homomorphism of
complexes. It is easy to see that f∗σ˜(Ω
∗(S(M)/O(n))) ⊂ Ω∗∆(D×M). Then we get
a homomorphism of double complexes
C∗cont(D; Ω
∗(S(M)/O(n)))→ C∗cont(D; Ω
∗
∆(D ×M))
induced by f∗σ˜ and, by corollary 4.4, the corresponding cohomology homomorphism
H∗cont(D; Ω
∗(S(M)/O(n)))→ H∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)). (4.7)
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Moreover, we have the homomorphism
Ω∗(S(M)/O(n))D → C∗cont(D; Ω
∗(S(M)/O(n))
and, hence, the homomorphism
Fσ : C
∗(Wn,O(n)) = Ω
∗(S(M)/O(n))D → C∗∆(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)).
Now we prove the main theorem.
Theorem 4.9. For m > 2n, the map Hm(Wn,O(n)) → H∗(VectM ; Ω∗(M)) in-
duced by Fσ ◦ α is a monomorphism.
Proof. Consider the homomorphism of complexes
f∗σ˜ : Ω
∗(S(M)/O(n))D → Ω∗∆(D ×M)
D.
It will be convenient to us to treat Ω∗∆(D×M)
D as a subcomplex of the de Rham
complex Ω∗(D×O(M)). Moreover, we will consider the forms of Ω∗∆(D×O(M)) as
skew-symmetric multilinear forms on the Lie algebra of vector fields on D×O(M).
Let X¯ be the horizontal lift of a vector field X ∈ VectM with respect to the
Levi-Civita connection. Put VectM = {X¯;X ∈ VectM}. Since we are interested
only in forms from Ω∗∆(D ×M)
D, it suffices to us to consider these forms only as
multilinear functions on the vector space VectcM ⊕VectM .
Let (g, r) ∈ D ×O(M). Consider the linear map
(fσ)∗ : T(g,r)(D ×O(M))→ Tσ(g,r)S(M).
For X ∈ VectM , denote by X˜ a vector field on S(M) induced by X . Then we have
(fσ)∗(X
r)(g, r)) = g∗X˜(σ(r)), (4.8)
where X ∈ VectcM , g ∈ D, and r ∈ O(M). For the Gelfand-Kazhdan form ω, by
refG-K we get
f∗σω(X
r)(g, r) = (g∗ω)(X˜(σ(r)) = ω(X˜)(σ(r)). (4.9)
Recall that ωij1...jr = α(c
i
j1...jr
). Denote by ∇i the operator of covariant deriva-
tive with respect to the Levi-Civita connection. It is known that, for X ∈ VectM ,
r ∈ σ(M), and the geodesic coordinates xi corresponding to r, we have ∂X
i
∂xj
(0) =
(∇jX i)(0). Then, by (2.4), on σ(M) in any coordinates on M we have
ωij(X˜) = −∇jX
i = −
(
∂X i
∂xj
+
n∑
k+1
ΓijkX
k
)
, (4.10)
where Γijk are the Christoffel symbols for the Levi-Civita connection.
Define two 1-forms ∇i and ∇ij on D × O(M) by the equations ∇
i(Xr)(g, r) =
X i(r), ∇i(Y )(g, r) = 0, ∇ij(X
r)(g, r) = ∇jX i(r), and ∇ij(Y )(g, r) = 0 where
X ∈ VectcM , Y ∈ VectM , X
i(r) and ∇jX
i(r) are the components of X and its
covariant derivative with respect to the frame r ∈ O(M). Then, by the definition
of covariant derivative, (2.3), (2.4) and (4.9), we get
(f∗σω
i)(Xr + Y¯ )(g, r)) = −∇i(Xr)(g, σ(r)) − θi(Y¯ )(σ(r)), (4.11)
(f∗σω
i
j)(X
r + Y¯ )(g, r) = −∇ij(X
r)(σ(r)), (4.12)
where X ∈ VectcM , Y ∈ VectM , and we identify the form θi on O(M) with the
corresponding form on D ×O(M). Since θi(Y¯ )(σ(r)) = Y i(σ(r)), we get
(f∗σω
i)(Xˆ + Y¯ ) = −(θi +∇i)(Xˆ + Y¯ ), (4.13)
(f∗σω
i
j)(Xˆ + Y¯ ) = −∇
i
j(Xˆ + Y¯ ), (4.14)
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where Xˆ = −Xr + X¯.
Consider the cochains ψij ∈ C
2(Wn,GLn(R)) and Ψ = (ψ
i
j) introduced in 2.3 and
put Ψ¯ = α(Ψ). Define a 1-form∇ijk onD×O(M) by the equations∇
i
jk(X
r)(g, r) =
∇j∇kX i(σ(r)) and ∇ijk(Y )(g, r) = 0, where X ∈ VectcM and Y ∈ VectM . By
the definition of covariant derivative and the properties of the curvature tensor of
a Riemannian manifold, one could check that we have
f∗σΨ¯(Xˆ1 + Y¯1, Xˆ2 + Y¯2)
= −
∑
k
∇ijk ∧ (θ
k +∇k)−
∑
k,l
Rijkl∇
k ∧ ∇l
 (Xˆ1 + Y¯1, Xˆ2 + Y¯2), (4.15)
where Rijkl are the components of the curvature tensor of the Levi-Civita connec-
tion.
Put Cp1...pl,r1...rk = α(cp1...pl,r1...rk), where cp1...pl,r1...rk is the basic cocycle of
the complex C∗(Wn,O(n)) defined by (2.5). Consider the cocycles f
∗
σ˜(Cp1...pl,r1...rk)
of the complex Ω∗∆(D×M)
D = C∗cont(VectM ; Ω
∗(M)). Since σ∗θi = dxi, by (4.10),
(4.11), (4.12), and (4.15), the leading term (with respect to the order of cochains)
of f∗σ˜(Cp1...pl,r1...rk) equals the cocycle Cp1...pl,r1...rk ∈ C
∗(Wn,O(n)) ⊂ E0, where
E0 = Ω
0(M)⊗Λ∗((Rn)′)⊗H∗(Wn,O(n)) is the zero term of the spectral sequence
studied in 4.5. It is easy to see that f∗σ˜(Cp1...pl,r1...rk) is a basic cocycle of the
second term E2 of the spectral sequence. By the remark 4.7, for m > 2n we have
Hm(Wn,O(n)) ⊂ E∞. Hence, form > 2n, the map Fσ◦α induces a monomorphism
of Hm(Wn,O(n)) into H
∗(VectM ; Ω∗(M)). 
Theorems 4.9 and 3.7, corollaries 3.4 and 3.5 imply immediately the following
corollaries.
Corollary 4.10. Assume that Hp(M) = 0 for p > 0. For each m > 2n the map
Fσ ◦ α induces a monomorphism of Hm(Wn,O(n)) into Hm(D). In particular,
c(Cp1...pl,r1...rk) is a nontrivial m-cocycle of the complex C
∗(D) for m = 2(p1 +
· · ·+ pl + r1 + · · ·+ rk)− l.
Corollary 4.11. Assume that M is a closed oriented manifold. For each m > 2n
the map Fσ ◦ α induces a monomorphism of Hm(Wn,O(n)) into Hm−n(D+). In
particular, c(Cp1...pl,r1...rk) is a nontrivial (m − n)-cocycle of the complex C
∗(D+)
for m = 2(p1 + · · ·+ pl + r1 + · · ·+ rk)− l.
There is a problem to find explicit expressions for the cocycles c(Cp1...pl,r1...rk) in
the cases of corollaries 4.10 and 4.11. In principal, it is possible under the conditions
of corollary 4.10 whenever the manifold M is contractible and the homotopy for
this contraction is given and under the conditions of corollary 4.11. For this one
need to use formulas (2.12) and the procedure for the constructing of the group
D in theorem 3.3. It is clear that thus we will get an expression for each cocycle
c(Cp1...pl,r1...rk) via integrals and a Riemannian metric on M .
Example 4.12. Let M = R and let x be the standard coordinate on R. Then
s ∈ S(R) is an ∞-jet j∞0 k, where k(t) is a regular at 0 map R → R. We take for
the coordinates on S(M) the derivatives xi = k
(i)(0) for i ≥ 0. We put y = x0,
y1 = log |x1|, and y2 = x
2
x2
0
. Consider the cocycle of the Godbillon-Vey class c1,1. It
is easy to check that we have
C1,1 = α(c1,1) = dy ∧ dy
1 ∧ dy2.
Applying the procedure of theorem 3.3 one could get
c(C1,1) =
∫ f(x)
x
log |h′(g(t)|d log |g′(t)|, (4.16)
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where f, g, h ∈ Diff R. It is easy to see that the cohomology class of the cocycle
c(C1,1) given by (4.16) in the complex C
∗
cont(Diff R,R) is independent of the choice
of x ∈ R.
Example 4.13. Let M be a closed oriented Riemannian manifold, θ the form of
the Levi-Civita connection, and υ the volume form on M . For any g ∈ D+, put
ξ(g) = g∗θ − θ and define the function µ by the condition g∗υ = µυ. Consider
the cocycles c1,s1...sk , where s1 + · · · + sk = n. It is clear that the cohomology
clases of the cocycles c1,s1...sk for all s1, . . . , sk define a part of the cohomology
H2n+1(Wn,O(n)). The Bott cocycle c(C1,s1...sk) ([4]) is defined by the following
formula
c(C1,s1...sk) =
∫
M
Altn
(
log(µ) tr(ξ1 . . . ξs1) ∧ · · · ∧ tr(ξs1+...sk−1+1 . . . ξn)
)
,
where g1 . . . , gn ∈ D+, g¯i = gi ◦ . . . ◦ g1, ξi = ξ(g¯i), and Altn is the alternation
operator in 1, . . . , n. By ([14]), the cocycle c(C1,s1...sk), given by this formula,
is obtained from the cocycle C1,s1...sk by the procedure of theorem 3.3. Hence,
the cohomology classes of Bott’s cocycles c(C1,s1...sk) are linearly independent. In
particular, all of them are nontrivial.
Unfortunately, for the more complicated cocycles Cp1...pl,r1...rk , as fine formulas
as for Bott’s cocycles are not known.
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